This paper proposes a robust control of doublefed induction generator of wind turbine to optimize its production: that means the energy quality and efficiency. The proposed control reposes in the sliding mode control using a multimodel approach which contributes on the minimization of the static error and the chattering phenomenon. This new approach is called sliding mode multimodel control (SMMC). Simulation results show good performances of this control.
Introduction
The sliding mode approach is classified in the monitoring with Variable System Structure (VSS) [1] . The sliding mode is strongly requested seen its facility of establishment, its robustness against the disturbances and models uncertainties. The principle of the sliding mode control is to force the system to converge towards a selected surface and then to evolve there in spite of uncertainties and the disturbances. The surface is defined by a set of relations between the state variables of the system. The sliding surface is defined according to the control objectives and to the wished performances in closed loop, the synthesis of the discontinuous control is carried out in order to force the trajectories of the system state to reach the sliding surface, and then, to evolve in spite of uncertainties, of parametric variations,… First of all, in this case, we will be interested in the problem of the stabilizing control existence. Then we will give an outline for the state space stabilizing partition construction. For the systems controlled with a sliding mode control (SMC), the Lyaponov function is often requested [2] . This method is based on the linearization around the balance points and on linear systems per pieces. To determine the fields of stability, many theories established the fact that the system which trajectory is attracted towards a balance point loses energy gradually in a monotonous way. Lyapunov generalizes the concept of energy by using a candidate function V(X) which depends on the state of the system [3] .
In this field, the multimodel approach represents an interesting alternative. This approach constitutes a powerful tool for the identification, the control and the analysis of the complex systems. The principle of the multimodel representation makes possible to design a non linear control composed by the linear controls associated with each model. The global control can be then deduced either by a fusion or by a commutation between the different partial controls. Here, the idea is to adopt the multimodel approach to improve the performances given by a first and high order sliding mode control (SMC) using several sliding surfaces. The multimodel approach thanks to the fusion theory can reduce the control discontinuity which minimise the chattering phenomenon. This paper is organized in four parts: first we begin by modelling the electrical process (double feed asynchronous generator). Second, we introduce the Sliding Mode Multi-Model Control (SM-MMC) which combines the tow approaches: sliding mode and multimodel control and the stabilization conditions for this new type of control. Finally, we expose the simulation results.
Process Modeling
The double feed asynchronous generator is typically modeled in the Park benchmark in a (d-q) referential"directquadrature transformation" giving rise to the following equations (1, 2 and 3) [4] [5] . The mechanical equations are written in (1) and (2) . 
φ the rotor flux and ds i , qs i the stator current.
the state function of the generator could be written as follow:
Process Control Design
The SMC consist on bringing back the system state on the sliding surface where it will slide along it to the desired state. However, this approach needs a high level of discontinuous control which makes harmful effects on the actuators. This problem is known as the chattering phenomenon. As solution to this inconvenient, we suggest the high order SMC which consists in the sliding variable derivative computing. This method allows the rejection of the chattering phenomenon while preserving the robustness of the approach. In the case of second order sliding mode control, the following relation (5) and (6) must be verified [6] [7] [8] [9] .
The torque reference from the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) block has two challenges: maximizing the power and the management operation of the wind area. The ratio of power extracted from the wind and the total wind power available theoretically has a maximum defined by the Betz limit. This limit is actually never reached and each turbine is defined by its own power coefficient as a function of the relative velocity representing the ratio between the speed of the turbine blade and the wind speed. The control of the double feed asynchronous generator of the turbine must be a compromise between maintaining the optimum performance at all times and to limit the torque oscillations engendered by this maximizing. The set of reactive power will remain null in order to keep a power factor on the stator side [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Consider the general state system (7) .
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The sliding surface chosen as follow:
x C s= (8) 
To carry out the system on the sliding surface s, we have to select a discontinuous control which commutates between two extremes values: ) (s ksign u s − = , with k>0. When the system reaches the surface, the process control u is equal to the equivalent control u eq (9) .
we conclude that the global control of the system considering the two phases (reaching the sliding surface and the sliding phase to the equilibrium state) is represented in (10).
( )
To ensure the system stability carried out by this control, we consider the Lyapunov candidate function
In fact, the control approach in which we interest to expose in this paper consists in carrying out a fusion on the sliding mode discontinuous control instead of commutations, as shown in Figure 1 , in order to eliminate or minimize the chattering phenomenon. To adapt the controlling process to each sub model, we think about using several sliding surfaces, each state of a sub model M i is considered to reach one of these sliding surfaces s i (Fig.1) . To ensure the SMC existence, we use several switching control u si (11) relative to each sliding surface s i . After that the process will converge to the sum of those surfaces weighted by the correspondent validities i υ (12) and the global control will be obtained by adding the partials controls u i (13) weighted by adapted validities computed on line (14) . 
with u ei the equivalent control relative to each sliding surface.
The multimodel approach consists in representing a complex system with a number of simple linear model M i (i=1,…,n). Consider system (15) .
The multimodel control in which we are interested consists in the fusion of partial controls. Hence, we have to compute the validities of each partial model and associate the sub controls weighted by the correspondent coefficients. The obtained result will control the global process (16) . Then the system is represented by (17). (17) with ν i and i υ , i=1,…,n, the correspondent validities.
Fig.1 Sliding mode multimodel control structure
To reduce the chattering phenomenon, we will use the saturation function which gives:
with λ and Ω >0 , Ω defines the boundary layer thickness.
Sufficient conditions of stabilization for the SMMMC
When we adopt the fusion approach, the different sliding surfaces and the sub controls will be weighted by the correspondent validities and then added (20). To satisfy this condition, we choose a non quadratic function operating in S (21) and we have to verify that ( ) 0 V s < .
Noted that we use the fusion approach, the global process will be represented by (22). 
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after fusion:
The explicit form of the control that make the system reach the sliding surface S is given by the following equation (26). 
( ) ( )
In this way, the global control is written as follow:
In the reaching phase, we choose a non quadratic Lyaponov function :
Simulation Results and Discussion
Simulations results are illustrated in figures 2 to 8. In this simulation, we consider that the process is controlled only with the discontinuous control u=u s . Simulation is accomplished thanks to the software MATLAB V6.5. Figure 2 shows that, with a first order sliding mode control (SMC1) we cannot reach the torque desired value and the control level ( ) 3 ± = u and its switching frequency are high ( Figure 3 ). In addition, we notice that the reaching phase presents commutations known as chattering phenomenon. However, the second order sliding mode control (SMC2) reduces considerably the chattering phenomenon (Figure 4) but the level of the control is always high ( ) 3 ± = u and its commutation frequency is even higher ( Figure 5 ). As a solution to this problem, we apply the SMMC which sliding surface defined in (20). To reach the sliding surface and to converge to zeros, we choose 2 = φ and λ =1. The simulation results of this approach are given in Figure 6 to 8. We notice that the system error converges to zero ( Figure 6 ) and that we have reduced considerably the chattering effect relatively to the two last approaches simulated in this paper.
Other ways, we notice that the control level ( Figure 7 ) has little commutation in the beginning of the system evolution then it stabilizes in ( ) 2 . 0 = u after a period of time (~50s). 
Conclusion
In this work, a new type of controller have been presented, detailed and justified by simulation results. We approached the synthesis method of a control law by sliding mode using a nonlinear sliding surface. In the first time, we presented the class and the properties of this sliding surface adopted. Then, a sliding mode control using the sliding surface developed together with stability studies were elaborated. After that, to reduce the static error, a sliding mode multimodel control has been developed and simulated. This last approach show very effective qualities of control and robustness especially in term of the control level reduction and the sliding mode discontinuous control minimization.
